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TERMLY MEETING of  
THE RIDGEWAY (TR)  

LOCAL GOVERNING BOARD (LGB) 
 

The meeting took place 
The Ridgeway School, Farnham 

November 25. 2019 
 

MINUTES 

 
Present:  Jesse Chapman (JC)    PA 

Darryl Morgan (DM), Headteacher   STH 
Ben Newton (BN)    PA 
Francesca Porta-Rios (FPR)   ST 

   Mark Rosling (MR), Chair LGB   COP  
Joanna Rendall (JR)    COP 
Richard Sawtell (RS)    COP 
Sue Stephens (SS)    COP 

 
Apologies:  Rachel Bonser  (RB)     COP  

John Winter (JW), CEO WMAT 
  
In attendance:  Alison Dudley (AD), Governance Clerk 
   Debra Ward (DW), Deputy Headteacher 
 
The following documents had been sent to governors before the meeting: 

• 25.11.19 agenda 
• 11.11.19 minutes 
• Questions for governors to ask about SAFEGUARDING 
• Strictly Education 4S - training courses spring 2020  
• SEF 18.11.19 
• Character Education Framework - guidance  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/character-education-framework 
• KPI December 2019 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/character-education-framework
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• Behaviour report 
• SEF, which included the following, as described by DM: 

o Modules achieved is the document identifying accreditation achieved by 14 - 19 
students and the comparison with linear milestones/LMS, (p level replacements) so 
the evidence of appropriate level challenge is shown. 

o The annual review document shows the feedback data from parents at annual 
reviews 

o The attendance report shows the comparison over the past three years with analysis 
and progress made, (for pupils) 

o The compass e-o-y report shows the overall data from out=r first year of using 
COMPAS with analysis 

o The curriculum statement is the document that outlines the basis upon which our 
curriculum is devised 

o The IEP data is the termly report on IEP outcomes and shows clear rectifying of the 
previous term's anomaly regarding MLD data. 

o The p scale levels to lm descriptors documents evidences the increased expectations 
within LMS to p levels.  This the comparison for mathematics 

o The plan for 19/11/19 is the timetable visit for the two heads, one from Hampshire 
and one from Kent who form our cross county challenge triad and are visiting on that 
date, it shows the focus of their work 

o The plan for 26/11/19 is the timetable for our new external consultant, and again 
reflects the focus and methodology we employ when seeking external challenge and 
insight 

o The questionnaire for parents is the parent survey from July  

Governor support and challenge highlighted 

Action required highlighted 

(During the meeting, governors and clerk had regard to the Terms of Reference for LGB, as set out in 
Weydon Multi-Academy Trust Scheme of Delegation (SOD), updated July 2019) 

 
The meeting began @ 1855 
 

 TOPIC 
 

1 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND ACCEPTANCE (statutory) 
a) Absences - none 
b) Apologies for absence - none 
c) Quorum – the meeting was quorate 

2 DECLARATION OF INTEREST  (statutory) 
a) Governors were reminded to complete the register of interest form, where 

applicable 
b) Governors were asked to declare any interest in specific agenda items at this 

meeting – none was received 

3 CONSTITUTION OF THE LOCAL GOVERNING BODY 
a) Governors noted the following:  
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CATEGORY NO. ON LGB AS AT 
25.11.19 

CONSTITUTION 
 

VACANCY 

Staff  1 1 FPR 
 

Parent 2 2 JC, BN 
 

Headteacher 1 1 DM 
 

Co-opted 5 6 (includes LA 
governor) 

RB, JR, 
MR, SS, 
RS 

1 

 
9 10 

 
1 

b) Governors noted those governors whose term is due to expire: 
a. Before the next meeting (03.02.20): 

i. 30.01.20 – BN – BN volunteered to renew his term as parent 
governor; all governors supported this. AD to update and 
advise as required 

b. At the end of the academic year:  
i. 03.07.20 – RB 

4 MINUTES  (statutory)                                                         
Minutes of the meetings 11.11.19 were confirmed as an accurate record. To be 
signed by the chairs: 

- F&R committee 
- LGB 

5 MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES  (statutory) 
Governors discussed matters arising – the following was noted:  

- Governors confirmed receipt of hard copies each the WMAT doc: Adding 
Value 

6 CHAIR’S ACTION (statutory) 
Chair confirmed: 
a) No emergency actions had been taken since the last governing body 

meeting, and  
b) No decisions made which might have a significant impact on the 

development of the school 

7 SAFEGUARDING 
Governors confirmed receipt of the document Questions for Governors to ask 
on... SAFEGUARDING. Noted, DM suggestion that reference be made to this 
during relevant monitoring visits 
 
a) Keeping Children Safe In Education, September 2019 – AD to secure 

signatures from for all, for the paper record, for filing in school 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/keeping-children-safe-in-
education--2   

 
https://schoolgovernors.thekeysupport.com/curriculum-and-
pupils/pastoral-care/safeguarding/keeping-children-safe-education-
changes-september-2019 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/keeping-children-safe-in-education--2
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/keeping-children-safe-in-education--2
https://schoolgovernors.thekeysupport.com/curriculum-and-pupils/pastoral-care/safeguarding/keeping-children-safe-education-changes-september-2019
https://schoolgovernors.thekeysupport.com/curriculum-and-pupils/pastoral-care/safeguarding/keeping-children-safe-education-changes-september-2019
https://schoolgovernors.thekeysupport.com/curriculum-and-pupils/pastoral-care/safeguarding/keeping-children-safe-education-changes-september-2019
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b) Noted that the single central record has been seen by a governor this term 

8 POLICIES 
Emergency plan – noted that the chair and vice-chairs have seen this 

9 HEADTEACHER REPORT 
Governors received update , further to receipt of documents as per email 
17.11.19 
 

- P.4 noted that DM is taking on the support of a special school in 
Hampshire. Governors sought assurance that this was not creating too 
much work for DM? DM said no; also noted that DM receives money for 
this role 

- Governors thanked DM for his report, asking where in light of it, the 
focus of their subsequent visits would be best placed? Suggestions 
included proposed monitoring visit re implementation of e.g. The Gatsby 
Benchmark 

- Noted update re curriculum leads, the focus of their work, and how it is 
rolled out   

- P.10 attendance –  
o Governors noted an improved picture of attendance   
o SS asked about the FLEXI Schooling Contract referred to? DM 

outlined how this works, in particular the adaptations required to 
accommodate the particular needs and attendance profile of 
some pupils of TR e.g. those with medical conditions, the 
management of which may limit attendance 

- DM explained the role of the IOs (Inclusion Officers), previously known 
as EWO (education welfare office) and how this being implemented in TR 

- Noted that a complaint had been raised by a parent. Governors asked 
had the correct policy and proper procedure been followed in working to 
find a mutually acceptable resolution, which would met the best 
interests of the child involved? DM confirmed that both were the case. 
DM said that the compliant was not upheld 

- Noted that 2 SNA resignations have been received 
o Governors asked whether this is of note? DM said this was 

regrettable but did not depart from the pattern often seen vis-a-
vis support staff retention  

o Discussion re employment probationary policy – governors asked 
was this working effectively? DM said yes 

o Governors asked were there any lessons to be learned, to 
avoid/reduce premature departures of staff taken on? DM said 
that all due care is taken but sometimes it is hard to establish 
how a prospective employee will work out in the long term  

- Discussion the Cross-county challenge. Noted that as part of this  Heads 
from Hampshire and Kent who happened to be Maths and PE specialists 
had come into school to speak to staff and review the Curriculum offer 
with a particular focus on Maths and PE. Noted that during 
interviews/discussions around the school, monitors noted the extent to 
which the school worked as a team – there was no sense in which staff 
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sought to apportion blame, but took collective responsibility for areas to 
develop.  The monitors concluded that the visions and aims of the school 
were shared and understood by all, also that the curriculum intent 
document was owned and understood by all. Consistency of practice was 
particularly noted, visitors were very impressed 

- Governors asked are staff familiar with/using the terminology of the “3 
Is” intent, implementation and impact? DM said that this was being 
widely used 

 
RS volunteered to meet in school with Mel Hepper, looking at the monitoring 
roles she has volunteered to take on for 2019-20 i.e. mental health and 
wellbeing; resilience donut; SEMH (social, emotional, mental health) 
RS to follow up with MH 

10 SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
Governors’ review of progress, SDP 2018-21 (2019-20) was covered at item 9 

11 GOVERNOR MONITORING VISITS 
MR thanked all governors for the very impressive commitment to date, in 
undertaking school monitoring; he reminded all of the aim: to complete 1 
governor visit per term where possible 
a) Governors updated re monitoring visits undertaken since the last LGB 

meeting (AD to update record):  
a. SS had met with DW, to go to The Abbey and meet with Tom Molloy, 

re safeguarding. Noted that a number of really interesting things had 
come out it e.g. the wearing of smart watches with a camera facility 
in school should be identified and banned. DM agreed and said this 
was something which staff at TR have also been asked to do 

12 GOVERNOR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT 
AD updated governors re developments coming out of attendance at:  

a. Clerks’ Briefing (Strictly 4S) 
b. Clerks’ Briefing (WMAT) 

AD volunteered to put together training proposal for all governors, to include 
webinars where relevant 
 
All skills matrices to be completed and submitted by those governors who have 
yet to complete this  

13 SELF EVALUATION (OF GOVERNANCE) 
Governors reflected on the effectiveness of the meeting and how their 
deliberations and decisions will impact pupil outcomes: 

- Governors had discussed SDP and SEF 
- Governors had asked questions re the curriculum, its suitability for pupils 

at the school, its delivery, and the support for staff to facilitate this 
- Governors had evaluated changes in teaching to accommodate the 

changes in curriculum 3Is 
- Governors had looked at resilience 

14 DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
Governors noted date(s) of next meeting, noting confirmation of the date 
changes (highlighted) 
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03.02.20 TRAINING 1700 

16.03.20 P&S/LGB 1700 

27.04.20 res./LGB 1800 

08.06.20 res./LGB 1800 

22.06.20 P&S/LGB 1700 

 
 

15 PART II BUSINESS (statutory) 
Confidential items were discussed under a separate agenda 

 
The meeting closed at 1955 
 

 

 

 

Signed as a true record ………………………….Date……………………. 

Advice given by governors at this school is incidental to their professional 
expertise and is not being given in their professional capacity  

Governors respect the confidential nature of discussions and do not 
disclose governor business or decisions. When minutes of governing body 
meetings, Part 1, are approved they are made available to any member 
of the public who requests sight of them 


